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sTylE is kNOWiNg WHO yOu ArE

who	am	i?

“�It’s�about�creativity,�something�
that�transcends�all�class�and�race�
boundaries.”

who	am	i?

“�The�real�issue�is�not�talent�as�an�
independent�element,�but�talent�in�
relationship�to�will,�desire,�&�persistence.”

who	are	we?

“�We�refuse�to�do�the�same�thing�over�
and�over.”

Q1 Q2 Q3

who	are	we?

“The�answer�is�in�your�question.”
who	are	we?

“�Our�strength�lies�in�our�unique�
attitude�towards�what�we�do�and�our�
relationship�with�all�our�clients.”

who	are	we?

“�We�actively�pursue�new�design�
connections�through�creative�interaction,�
research,�and�involvement�with�ISTD.”

Q4 Q5 Q6

who	are	we?

“�…to�tell�their�stories�and�promote�
their�brand�to�employees,�customers�
and�any�other�audience.”

who	are	we?

“�Our�ambition�is�to�make��
brands�famous.”

who	am	i?

“�We�do�beautifully�with�skill,�style�
and�endless�good�humour.”

Q7 Q8 Q9

Shepard Fairey

Public Creative

Clarity Comms

Milton Glaser

Ad Impact

Brand Agency

Block Branding

Becky Chilcot

Steve Castledine
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lOVE yOur NEW lOgO

who	designed	it?

Included�substantial�changes�to�the�
store�displays�and�graphics.

who	designed	it?

We�all�know�it’s�an�apple�–�look�
decidedly�“plastic”.�Which�is�a�very�
different�proposition�to�“fresh”.

who	designed	it?

The�logo�has�proven�so�popular,�it�has�
been�constructed�in�the�gates�located�
at�the�entrance�of�the�garden!

Q1 Q2 Q3

who	designed	it?

City�of�Melbourne�paid�$91,000�in�
“preliminary�research�for�the�new�
brand”�&�$148,000�for�the�design�itself.

who	designed	it?

We�gave�it�a�little�polish�and�allow�it�
to�be�seen�in�its�best�light�once�again

who	designed	it?

…effectively�position�our�clients,�
connect�with�the�target�market�&�
positively�influence�market�perception.

Q4 Q5 Q6

who	designed	it?

Develop�a�culture�around
a�genuine�authenticity�that�continues
to�see�the�company�grow�strongly…

who	designed	it?

Creative�solutions�to�effectively�
communicate�their�brand�for�
maximum�impact�&��long�term�value.

who	designed	it?

Very�thoughtful�and�strategic�in�his�
approach�and�a�really�lovely�person�
who�builds�a�great�rapport…

Q7 Q8 Q9

Hoyne

Landor (Sydney)

Braincells

Hulsbosch

Studio Bomba

Turner Designs

Media on Mars

Luminosity

Kevin Finn
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PL4 - Hybrid

April 8, 2000:

    Like my other designs, this plane requires no cutting, and no weights, and is made from a single whole sheet of ordinary

copier paper. On this plane the blunt end isn't really needed for balance, it's there for safety and ruggedness.

    This plane is called the "Hybrid" for two reasons: It's a mix of PL2 and PL3, and I couldn't think up a better name!     Like

PL3, this plane seems to prefer the great outdoors. I have my best flights when I throw it upwards - at about a 60 degree

angle. The ones I've made seem to like to do a single barrel roll on the way up, then settle into a nice smooth spiral down.

By the way, I lost two of these to the garage roof, so make sure you have plenty of room to fly.

    Note the addition of the little flaps on the winglets.  They are optional, but I like the way this plane flies better with them.

As an experiment, try making PL-4s with and without the tabs, then compare the flights.

          ---Joseph Palmer

Step 1

    Fold an 8 1/2 x 11 inch sheet of paper down the middle of the

long dimension. Don't panic. Just look at the pictures. On the left

I'll show you what you're starting with, and I'll mark (in blue)

where you're going to fold. On the right you'll see what you

should end up with after each step.

Step 2

    Next fold the two upper corners in at a 45-degree angle. Be

careful here to line these up, and do not let the flaps cross the

middle of the paper. Use the middle fold as a guide.

Step 3

    Fold the upper point over and crease.

Step 4

    Next fold the new upper corners in at a 45-degree angle. Be

careful here to line these up, and do not let the flaps cross the

middle of the paper. Use the middle fold as a guide.

Step 5

    Undo step 4. (We need the creases for the next step)

Step 6

    Using those creases as a guide, fold the corners as shown.

What we are doing is building up an airfoil at the leading edge of

the wing.

Step 7

    Using the edge of paper as a guide, fold the corners again, as

shown.

Step 8

    Make the final fold for the wing leading edges.

Step 9

    Fold the tip over. Look closely at the drawing, don't fold too

much, we just want to take the sharp edge off the nose.

03/30/2006 03:12 PMJoseph Palmer's Gull Wing Paper Airplane

Page 2 of 3http://www.josephpalmer.com/planes/PL2/PL2.shtml

Step 9

    Fold the wings one more time so we are back to the correct leading edge angle. Note that the leading

edges of both wings are now 5 layers thick. This gives us a nice rounded leaning edge and it makes the

plane handle crashes better.

Step 10

    Fold the tip back using the fold lines we made in step 4. (Notice that the tip doesn't line up with any

part of the plane anymore, since we rolled that material up into the leading edges of the wings. That's

why I made you mark it with a fold.)

Step 11

    Fold down the middle and crease.

Step 12

    Do the first fold for the body. The body should be about half the width of the blunt end. (See the

drawing)

Step 13

    Flip the plane over and fold the other half of the body.

Step 14

    Unfold the wings so they lie flat.

Step 15

    Now we'll fold the winglets.  These winglets are half the width of each wing, so you can just fold them

over so they meet the body.

Step 16

    Almost done. Unfold the wings and winglets and work them until you get the shape you see on the

right. There should be a very pronounced Gull Wing shape in the wings. 

Step 17

    Flip it over and hold the body a couple inches behind the nose. Now give it a gentle toss. Have fun.

(That's an order.)

    Go ahead, don't be shy, please sign my Paper Airplane Guestbook

November 22, 1998:
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PL-1 Joe's Favorite Paper Airplane

Step 1

    Fold an 8 1/2 x 11 sheet of paper down the middle of the 11" dimension. Don't panic. Just look at the pictures. On the left I'll show you what you're starting

with, and I'll mark (in blue) where you're going to fold. On the right you'll see what you should end up with after each step.

Step 2

    Next fold the two upper corners in at a 45-degree angle. Be careful here to line these up, and do not let the flaps cross the middle of the paper. Use the middle

fold as a guide.

Step 3

    Fold each side, again using the middle as a guide. The two sides must be very even. These folds are the most critical for proper flight. Don't crease these too

hard, that creates a sharp edge and reduces the lift. (The plane will nose dive) If you leave these folds too rounded, the plane will tend to rise into a stall.  When

you get into flight testing, you can adjust the plane my messing with the sharpness of these folds.

Step 4

    Fold the tip over, lining the pointy tip up with where the other folds meet in the middle. This provides both the proper center of gravity, and it makes the nose

blunt so you won't poke your eye out.

Step 5

    Fold the plane down the middle and press it flat.

Step 6

    Next we're going to fold a winglet. The fold should be parallel to the edge of the paper, and about 3/4 of an inch (19MM) from the ends of the wings. The

little squiggles under the drawing show you how it would look if you held it up and looked at it  from the back of the plane.

Step 7

    Flip the plane over and fold the other winglet, using the first as a guide. Get them both very even with each other.

Step 8

    Next we're going to make the fuselage or "body" of the plane. I usually fold the wing over to split the blunt end evenly, so that half ends up on the body, and

half on the wing. Again the fold should be parallel to the paper.

1.��Pay�your�airfares.
2.��Write�you�name�on�your�craft.
3.���Fold�any�type�of�paper�aeroplane�you�wish.
4.�Await�boarding�call.�
5.� Distance�is�the�key.�
5.� Longest�flight�wins�a�prize.
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sTylE is kNOWiNg WHO yOu ArE

who	am	i?

“�It’s�about�creativity,�something�
that�transcends�all�class�and�race�
boundaries.”

who	am	i?

“�The�real�issue�is�not�talent�as�an�
independent�element,�but�talent�in�
relationship�to�will,�desire,�&�persistence.”

who	are	we?

“�We�refuse�to�do�the�same�thing�over�
and�over.”

Q1 Q2 Q3

who	are	we?

“The�answer�is�in�your�question.”
who	are	we?

“�Our�strength�lies�in�our�unique�
attitude�towards�what�we�do�and�our�
relationship�with�all�our�clients.”

who	are	we?

“�We�actively�pursue�new�design�
connections�through�creative�interaction,�
research,�and�involvement�with�ISTD.”

Q4 Q5 Q6

who	are	we?

“�…to�tell�their�stories�and�promote�
their�brand�to�employees,�customers�
and�any�other�audience.”

who	are	we?

“�Our�ambition�is�to�make��
brands�famous.”

who	am	i?

“�We�do�beautifully�with�skill,�style�
and�endless�good�humour.”

Q7 Q8 Q9
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lOVE yOur NEW lOgO

who	designed	it?

Included�substantial�changes�to�the�
store�displays�and�graphics.

who	designed	it?

We�all�know�it’s�an�apple�–�look�
decidedly�“plastic”.�Which�is�a�very�
different�proposition�to�“fresh”.

who	designed	it?

The�logo�has�proven�so�popular,�it�has�
been�constructed�in�the�gates�located�
at�the�entrance�of�the�garden!

Q1 Q2 Q3

who	designed	it?

City�of�Melbourne�paid�$91,000�in�
“preliminary�research�for�the�new�
brand”�&�$148,000�for�the�design�itself.

who	designed	it?

We�gave�it�a�little�polish�and�allow�it�
to�be�seen�in�its�best�light�once�again

who	designed	it?

…effectively�position�our�clients,�
connect�with�the�target�market�&�
positively�influence�market�perception.

Q4 Q5 Q6

who	designed	it?

Develop�a�culture�around
a�genuine�authenticity�that�continues
to�see�the�company�grow�strongly…

who	designed	it?

Creative�solutions�to�effectively�
communicate�their�brand�for�
maximum�impact�&��long�term�value.

who	designed	it?

Very�thoughtful�and�strategic�in�his�
approach�and�a�really�lovely�person�
who�builds�a�great�rapport…

Q7 Q8 Q9


